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Your printing process 
mapped out in a clear and 
user-friendly way

As a graphics company, you strive for top-notch printing. 
You know as well as we do that the quality of your print jobs depends 
on several factors. And that it is not always easy to monitor all these 
parameters at the same time.

Printspector from Conics brings them together in one clear and user-
friendly SAAS solution. The data is available in the cloud, so that you 
always and everywhere have an up-to-date and transparent view of 
the performance and quality of your production floor. This allows you 
to continuously adjust and optimize your printing processes. Shorter 
set-up times, less downtime and faster production ensure lower 
production costs and higher profitability.

We think it is important to give you a concrete picture of what it looks 
like and how it works. That is why we guide you through Printspector 
and the most important functionalities of the software system. This 
way you can discover what added value it has for your graphic 
company.

With Printspector
I have our entire printing 
process at my fingertips.



Printspector connects seamlessly with your production 
floor and maps all data that influences the quality of the 
printing process. This data, collected through the entire 
organization, gives you an overall & detailed picture 
of all parameters: these vary from the colour quality of 
your machines to your time spent on the press, from the 
consumption of raw materials to the condition of your 
anilox rolls or presses.

Other quality data that are important to a customer can 
also be measured and stored in this way (e.g. humidity). 
Using easy-to-install IoT modules (Internet of Things), you 
can measure and save new parameters per print job to 
achieve even better-quality analyses. 

Do you already use other quality systems in your 
organization? That need not be a problem, because 
Printspector connects seamlessly with it: all data is 
brought together in one clear and user-friendly system. 
This means you no longer need to consult different 
systems separately. It not only reduces the chance of 
errors but also saves time for your operators!

Does your organization not yet have the necessary tools 
to monitor quality parameters? Conics is happy to help 
you; we collaborate with experienced suppliers of both 
hardware and software.

All data influencing 
your printing process 
collected



Based on the collected measures, Printspector assesses the data 
and the print quality. With a simple colour indication, Printspector 
immediately shows you which parameters score below average, 
or which deviate. Printspector will also warn you whenever data is 
missing, so that you can adjust immediately.

In addition, the system assigns a certain quality score to the print 
job. Every corrective action you take, can be added as an event to 
the collected data (e.g. maintenance of the printing press, adding 
a PMS colour), and the impact of these actions will be immediately 
visible within Printspector. 

Our dashboard module allows you to consult statistics for a specific 
print job or for the entire production floor. This allows you to adjust 
and optimize certain components, which improves your Overall 
Equipment Efficiency (OEE).

Integrate with  
your ERP or MIS

Do you have multiple geographic sites? No problem 
either! We created Printspector in such way to link 
different sites easily together to generate both 
individual and combined views of your production. 
Even with different local setups, we can generate 
uniformed views to match your departments on one or 
more dashboards. 

Share your data directly with your customers and 
suppliers via our Scotty platform or your own customer 
portal.

Assess your efficiency



About us

Printspector is powered by Conics, a software 
development and business consultancy company 
specializing in and focused on the printing industry. 
Conics has more than 25 years of experience in 
creating, connecting, and implementing software 
solutions for graphic organizations such as printers, 
converters, brand owners and private label producers. 
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An added value from day one

Capturing and visualizing the parameters available in your company in an extremely 
fast way have always been the main goals when developing Printspector. This allows 

you to always have a quick overview of your current efficiency. In a next phase, we can 
analyse and boost your quality criteria, to add more complexity to the application step 

by step. In this way, the yield of your production process is systematically increased, 
and you get the most out of Printspector for your company.

If you wish, we can assist you in this matter: Thanks to our years of experience in the 
printing industry, we can help you optimize your business processes. With a better 

printing process and direct access to your printing data, you are always on top of the 
production floor.


